Listen to funny stories and interesting facts about the Soviet era in a warm setting
Get on a Soviet trolleybus and travel to residential areas in Vilnius
Visit an authentic Soviet apartment to see how domestic life was organized back then
Go to a local market and taste homemade rural specialties sold by “babushkas”
Find out about the Soviet wedding traditions and the role of basketball in the Lithuania-USSR confrontation
Have a typical Soviet lunch in the legendary TV tower - 165 meters high with an amazing view.
Feel the “comfort” of a Soviet driver while driving the Lada Samara
Visit a real Soviet bunker and immerse yourself in the Soviet reality
Taste the favourite dishes of “Homo Sovietico” at the most prestigious restaurant of the Soviet era

******************************************************************************************
Take a trip to the Soviet past with a person who lived in the Soviet Union most of his life and can tell you interesting facts
and stories with a warm and humorous nostalgia. The last years of the Soviet era are largely described by locals as “a time
when life was simpler, food was cheap and everybody had a job“. Listen to the funny stories that shouldn’t be forgotten, i.e.
why there was “no sex” in the Soviet Union and why you need a company of three to share a bottle of vodka.
You will get on a popular Soviet public means of transportation – the trolleybus – and travel together with the locals to
Vilnius residential areas with typical grey block buildings. Get out of the trolleybus to visit a typical Soviet apartment. Lots of
people (especially the older generation) still live in this authentic setting, so you have a rare chance to see how the domestic
life is organized there. To your surprise it looks much better inside then you would assume from outside!

Visit a local market where babushkas are selling what they grow in their “sodas” (gardens). Taste homemade pickles,
delicious rye bread, honey or rustic meat products.
See important Soviet-era sites like the wedding palace and hear about the Soviet wedding traditions. Stop by the sports
palace to find out the role of basketball in the Lithuania-USSR confrontation.
Have a typical Soviet lunch on the top of the legendary TV tower – a 165 meter height for an amazing view within 40 km.
Learn about the dramatic events of the fight for independence that happened here.
Are you ready for more adventures? We invite you to ride the most typical soviet car – the Lada Samara! Experience the
“comfort” of a Soviet driver 
Do you what more thrill and adventure? Follow us to a real Soviet bunker and immerse yourself in the Soviet reality: Lenin
propaganda rooms, civil defense rooms, KGB premises, Soviet doctors’ room, schools, shops, apartments and cafes, and
even a “hotel”.
End the day with a luxury dinner in the most prestigious restaurant from the Soviet era, where you can taste the favorite
dishes of “Homo Sovietico”, including the signature dish – “Kiev style meatball”.

